The Four-Dimensional Field:

HE previous chapter explores time as an important element in the fourdimensional field. This chapter takes a closer look at one of the most obvious
manifestations of time-motion. It is primarily the various aspects of motion
that help us define the four-dimensional field in media aesthetics and also
distinguish between the fundamental structural differencesof television and film.
Indeed, the differences in'motion may well be the key to each medium's unique
aesthetic requirements and potentials.
This chapter examines five major areas: (1) motion and media structure,
(2) motion paradox, (3) z-axismotion, (4) slowmotion, and (5) acceleratedmotion.

Motion and Media Structure
In order to uncover one of the fundamental structural differences between film
and television,we consult two rather unlikely sources:the Greek philosopher Zeno
of Elea and the French philosopher Henri Bergson. Their ideas about time and
motion prove quite helpful in demonstrating the differencesbetween film motion
and television motion.
ZEN

Like most Greek philosophers, Zeno tackled the problem of time by analyzing
motion. He saw motion basically as an infinite number of "frozen" positions in
space. Applying rigorous logic, he developed the by-now celebrated and often
refuted paradoxes of motion. These paradoxes all try to prove that motion is
impossible and only an illusion. 1 His basic argument can best be illustrated
through stroboscopic, or strobe, photography of motion.
Let us assume that you are showing Mr. Zeno how a strobe works. Because
Zeno is fond of archery (he explains several of his motion paradoxes using the
motion of arrows), you have the subject you are photographing draw a bow.
For your first shot, you set the strobe to three light flashes per second. SEE 13.1
The subsequent print reveals three static images of three different bow
positions. SEE 13.2 Next you set the strobe to five and then to seven strobes per
second. The photographs show five and seven static bow positions. SEE 13.3
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13.1 Three Static
Positions Through Strobe

13.2 Five Static
Positions Through Strobe

13.3 Seven Static
Positions Through Strobe

With the strobe light set to three flashes per
second, we see three static positions of the
moving objects (bow and arrow).

With five strobe Aashes per second, we see
five static positions of the moving objects.

Seven Aashes show seven static positions
of the moving objects.The faster the strobe
light flashes,the more snapshots (static
images) of the moving object we get,
and the closer together the images are.

Chapter 13

Zeno is excited and asks if you can have the strobe go much faster, say, a
thousand times per second. The resulting photograph shows, as predicted, one
thousand static positions. Zeno puts forth his ultimate request: to have the strobe
flash infinitely fast during the motion of drawing a bow. Because you don't want
to disappoint him, you set the strobe speed to infinity and ask the subject, who by
now is getting somewhat tired, to draw the bow one last time. Sure enough, the
print faithfully shows an infinite number of static positions, each one lying
infinitely close to the next. Zeno is clearlyecstatic.Youhave proved his assumption
that motion is merely an infinite number of static positions. "But how can we get
from one of the infinite static positions to the other?" Zeno asks. Becausebetween
the two lies another set of infinite positions, logically,we can't seem to get there.
Motion is impossible-or at least it is an absurdity.
Despite this rather impressive logical proof that motion is impossible, you
invite Zeno to get out of his chair and follow you to your film and television
screening room. On the way, he studies various photographs you have taken of
dancers. He is mildly interested in a blurred photograph, which seems to prove
that the dancers were, indeed, in motion when the picture was taken. SEE 13.4
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13.4 Blurred Photo

13.5 Arrested Motion

Even a blurred photo of an object or subject in motion is only a
great number of overlapping static positions, in this case of the two
dancers.The photo does not show actual movement.

When the shutter speed is increased,we perceive single static
positions of the dancers.

His defense is that the picture actually shows severalstatic positions simultaneously
and that you are not observant enough to see the infinite number of static positions
within the blurred image.
Zeno points to the next photo of the same dancers, which you had taken
with a higher shutter speed. Now the dancers appear at rest. Their motion-that
is, their travel through space-was evidently so small during the brief period of
exposure that to the camera their motion was undistinguishable from a person at
rest. SEE 13.5 He claims that this photograph is further proof that objects that
appear in motion are actually at rest at various points in space and time.
You are beginning to understand why Zeno has so much interest in film.
Much like strobe photography, film photography involves taking a great number
of snapshots of a moving object. Each of the snapshots, or frames, shows the
object at rest, so that when you hold and enlarge a single film frame, you cannot
tell whether the object was stationary or in motion when the picture was taken.
After seeing a film, Zeno is more than pleased.Youhave provided him with further
and more impressive validation of his theory that motion is only an illusion. In
turn, he has helped us gain fundamental insights into the structure of film.
BASiC STRU
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Film motion, like that of Zeno's arrow, is an illusion. Film does not move, but
makes us see things that move in our minds. The only actual motion in film occurs
when the projector pulls frame after frame in front of the light source. During
this motion, the screen is blacked out, and we are not allowed to witness the pulldown of each frame. As soon as a film frame reaches the gate, it stops temporarily
and the projector light is allowed to shine through that frame to project it onto a
screen. Assuming a projection rate of 24 frames per second, we could conceivably
use twenty-four slide projectors and fire them one at a time within one second.
The net effect would be exactly the same as that of the "moving" film. Thus, you
can think of film as a great number of slides glued together for easier projection.
Film motion is created by showing a number of static positions in sequence, each
of which is slightly advanced from the previous position. SEE 13.6
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13.6 Film Motion

13.7 Single Film Frame

Much like a strobe light, film takes a
number of snapshots of a moving
object. But each frame shows the
object at rest.

When we enlarge a single film frame, we really cannot tell
whether the object was in motion or stationary when the picture
was taken.The basic structural unit of film-the frame-shows
the object at rest.

In film the projected image is always at rest. The important thing to
remember is that the basic structural unit-the film frame-shows the object at
rest regardless of whether the object is in motion or not. SEE 13.7 Please realize
that we are talking about the basic aesthetic structure of film, not how we perceive
film motion through persistence of vision.

"AT-AT" MOTION Of fiLM
Just like Zeno's arrow, which occupies an "at" position during every stage of its
flight, every frame of film shows an "at" position in the time continuum, a snapshot
of part of the motion. SEE 13.8 Thus the "at-at" theory, adopted from Zeno's
concept of motion, consists of a series of static "at" positions in space and time,
each differing to some degree from the previous one. The more the "at-at" object
positions change from shot to shot, the faster we perceive the object movement
to be. SEE 13.9 The less the position change is from frame to frame, the slower
we perceive the object to move. SEE 13.10
Becausein film, motion is broken down into a series of small, discontinuous,
static increments (frames), we can examine and control each of these frozen
instances of motion. We can leavethem in their original sequence or we can change
them around. We can add some, cut some out, or put in some parts from an
entirely different event. Because in film we deal with recorded "at-at" instances
rather than an uninterrupted fluid action, we have full control over how we want
the film action to be perceived. Thus we have control over the very structure of
the four-dimensional field of film. The following two chapters cover the various
possibilities and principles of motion structure in film and videotape.

BERGSON'S MOTION
Contrary to Zeno, who saw motion as a series of discrete, static positions and
time as a string of discontinuous immobile moments, Henri Bergson contends
that motion is a dynamic process, a duration with continuous flow of time, which
he called duree.'
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13.8 "At-At" Motion ofFilm

13.9 Faster Object Motion

13.10 Slower Object Motion

Each film frame shows a specificat"
position of the object motion.

If the "at-at" positions of a moving
object differ greatly from frame to
frame, viewers perceive the object as
moving relatively fast.

If the "at-at" positions of a moving object
differ to only a small degree from frame to
frame, viewers see the object as moving
relatively slowly.

So far as the infinite number of static positions of Zeno are concerned,
Bergson sees things differently,believing that motion is an indivisible, continuous
succession of states driven by a neutral (internal) flow," In the case of the bow
and arrow, Zeno would argue that the arrow never hits the target because it cannot
move from one static position to the other. In contrast, Bergson says that the
arrow simply fliesfrom bow to target in a single continuous motion during which
the arrow is never in one specific position at any given moment during its flight.

French philosopher Henri Louis Bergson (1859-1941) dealt with the problem of time,
free will, and the whole of human existence. "Take the flying arrow. At every moment,
Zeno says,it is motionless for it cannot have time to move, to occupy at least two successive
positions, unless at least two moments are allowed it. At a given moment, therefore, it is
at rest at a given point. Motionless in each point of its course, it is motionless during all
the time that it is moving.
"Yes,if we suppose that the arrow can ever 'be' in a point ofits course. Yes, again, if the
arrow, which is moving, ever coincides with a position, which is motionless. But the
arrow never 'is' in any point of its course. The most we can say is that it might be there, in
this sense, that is passes there and might stop there. It is true that if it did stop there, it
would be at rest there, and at this point it is no longer movement that we should have to
do with. The truth is that if the arrow leaves the point A to fall down at the point B, its
movement AB is as simple, as indecomposable, in so far as it is movement, as the tension
of the bow that shoots it. As the shrapnel, bursting before it falls to the ground, covers the
explosive zone with an indivisible danger so the arrow which goes from A to B displays
with a single stroke, although over a certain extent of duration, its indivisible mobility.
Suppose an elastic stretched from A to B, could you divide its extension? The course of
the arrow is this very extension; it is equally simple and equally undivided. It is a single
and unique bound."
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13.11 Bergson's Theory ofMotion
In contrast to Zeno, who conceived of a moving object as
occupying a great number of static "at" positions (a),Bergson
contended that the motion of an object is indivisible and
simply goes from one point at the beginning of a movement
to another point at its end (b).

In effect, Bergson replaces Zeno's "at-at" theory of motion with a "from-to"
theory of motion, which says that the motion of an object simply goes from
one point to another at the end of the movement in one uninterrupted
sweep. SEE 13.11
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After the elation of having his theories confirmed by film, Zeno is less pleased
while watching a live football game on television. Somehow the way the image is
formed does not seem to fit his "at-at" theory. Instead of seeing discrete pictures
of arrested motion, similar to still photographs of various stages of "at-at"
positions, he now perceives only a great number of dots that mysteriously light
up and quickly decay again. Much to Bergson's delight, Zeno mutters something
about having to think about the whole thing some more, shakes his head, and
quickly walks back into the past.
The reason Zeno was so upset was that the basic structural unit of
television (which includes all forms of analog and digital video, as well as
computer displays) is quite different from that of film, Contrary to the basic unit
of film-the frame, which you can hold, enlarge, reduce, project, and store in
a box very much like a slide-the basic structural unit of television-the video
frame-is always in motion.
THE PROCE

SIMA

E OF TELEVI
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The television image' is in a continuous flow, an image in flux, a process, even
when it displays an object at rest. Regardless of whether it is analog or digital, the
color television image relies on constantly moving electron beams for its existence.
Because the mosaiclike dots of the television screen light up only temporarily
and change their brightness according to how hard they are hit by the electron
beams, the television image is never complete. While some of the screen dots are
lighting up, others are already decaying. SEE 13.12 Like Bergson's continuously
moving arrow, it is never at rest but is in a continuous state of change.
But what about television frames? Can you not identify them by numbers
and work with them in editing similar to film frames?Yes, but even the television
frame can exist only through process, through the constantly scanning beams of
the many dots that make up the frame. Even when we display a freeze-frame, in
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13.12 Process Image ofTelevision
The basic unit of television-the television
frame-is not a snapshot of an "at" position in
the time continuum like a film frame; rather,
it is an image in motion.

which a moving object is temporarily arrested when in a specific "at" position,
the electron beams must be constantly and repeatedly "reading" the screen along
prescribed scanning lines or a prescribed mosaic pattern in order to make the
image visible. Regardless of its mode, the mosaiclike television image is truly a
process image." SEIj 13.13

DI
In digital video you may presume that Zeno and Bergson are coming a little closer
together. Each digital image is made up of many individual picture units-called
pixels-each of which has its own "at" computer address. In digitizing lensgenerated images (such as a television image), the computer samples a certain
amount of picture details and translates them into individual values (numbers).
In synthetic image creation, the software program creates a number of pixels that,
when put side-by-side, form an image. These "at-at" addresses can then be stored
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13.13 Television Scanning
In the basic television image creation, the electron beams first scan all odd-numbered lines from left to right, then all even-numbered lines.
This is called interlaced scanning.The scanning of all odd-numbered lines constitutes a field;when all even numbers have been scanned,
you have a second field. Both fields make up a complete television frame.
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by the computer and retrieved on command. Zeno could be pleased if the pixels
were visible by themselves, but they are not; they are merely magnetic charges. In
order to make them visible, these charges must be scanned, very much like in
analog television, by constantly moving electron beams (see figure 13.13).
Depending on how hard they are hit by their respective electron beams, the dots
on the television screen are in a constant flux; like analog television, the digital
television frame is alwaysin motion and alwaysfragmentary. Bergson's theory of
motion and digital television are still congruous.
Structurally, film has a certain historic permanency, much like a painting
or a photograph. The television image, on the other hand, has an electronic
immediacy regardless of whether it is live or videotaped, analog or digital. An
isomorphic relationship, a structural similarity, exists between the evanescence
of the scanning process and the fleeting "now" of the present.

Although technically ultimately more complex, both liquid crystal display (LCD)
and plasma systems operate much like billboards that display their image by
activating a great number of lightbulbs. The display screens of both LCD and
plasma systems consist of a great number of pixels that can be individually
activated by an electric charge or an ultraviolet light. Because they do not need
electron beams to activate the pixels, they can be very thin. A laptop computer
display is an LCD. Now we have a third type of image structure. Solong as nothing
moves, all necessary image pixels remain activated and display a relatively stable
picture that is very similar to a pointillist's painting or the color dots of a magazine
picture. If something moves, the various dots light up and decay in rapid order
similar to that of the television image. It is no longer a static display, but has
become a process image. As you can see, Zeno and Bergson are shaking hands.
N

TIE

But what happens when we show films on the television screen? After all, a large
audience no longer views films in the theater but through a videocassette on the
television screen. Do we not in these casesencounter basic structural discrepancies
between film and television?
As discussed in chapter 6, screen size has a definite influence on how we
perceive and interpret the various "landscape" (environmental) and "people"
aspects of a film. In a less obvious way, the basic structural differences between
film and television can influence considerably how we perceivefilms on television.
When a film is shown on television or dubbed onto videotape, the static
frames of film are transformed into the scanning process of the television image.
The "states of being" of the film frames change into the "processes of becoming"
of the electronic television frames. Such a transformation is aesthetically quite
acceptable if the main emphasis of the film was on character rather than plot, on
inscape rather than landscape'? The process of human existence and the process
image of television are congruent. But if the film relies heavily on landscape, on
environment, and on linear plot development rather than character development,
its translation into a basically nervous and fleeting television image no longer
seems appropriate. When shown on television, such films lose their grandeur.
As you can see,landscape films suffer when shown on television not only because
of their size reduction but also because of the structural change of the medium.
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Large-screen projections of high-definition television (HDTV) are an aesthetic
paradox. The large screen size and its wide-screen aspect ratio invite a landscape
approach to the material shown, similar to that of wide-screen cinema. Also,
contrary to the traditional low-definition television image, the high-definition
television image is much closer in picture quality to that of 35mm film." But its
images are nevertheless created by the television scanning process, which, as we
have just discussed, is quite different from the static "at-at" positions of film frames.
Due to the similarity in image size and quality of HDTV to film, landscape
films or television programs in which the environment plays a major role will
suffer little if at all when shown as a large-screen television projection. Assuming
a high-definition image quality, the more-hidden structure of the television
scanning process will not interfere, even on a subtextuallevel. In addition, the
process image of television will be a great asset when people-oriented material
appears on a large screen. Inscape films and television programs attain an
electronic immediacy without sacrificing the basic energy derived through sheer
screen Size.
The large high-definition screen invites spectacle,in which the myriad digital
video effects will have a field day. Because the electronic effects need no longer be
translated into the film medium, they obtain an uncanny aesthetic aliveness and
presence.
The emphasis on environment, outer action, and special effects may well
influence the basic dramatic structure of television plays. The large screen, with
its potential for spectacle, invites us to write plot-oriented rather than characteroriented stories. Very much in the tradition of action films, the characters' actions
will now be driven by outer circumstances and the environment in which the
event takes place, rather than springing from inner conflicts." As explored in
chapter 17, the sound track must now be equally high-definition, which means
that it has to match the aesthetic energy of the pictures.
What will get lost in such a projection is television's intimacy-our
considering television as part of our routine home environment and the typically
close personal space that exists between the television
performer and the viewer. In the home-theater context, we
become more event spectators than event participants,
regardless of the basic nature of the material presented.

Motion Paradox
Motion is a change of position of one object in relation to
another. If we stand still and watch a thing move, we see it
change its position from a "before" to an "after" position.
But if you move with the object at the same speed, you may
not perceive any motion. For example, if you ride in an
airplane, you are in motion relative to the more stable earth;
but when sitting in your seat, you are at rest relative to the
plane itself. SEE 13.14 When you walk toward the front of
the plane, the motion relationships become more complex.
You are moving relative to the people in their seats. You are
also moving even faster than the plane relative to the earth
as you walk toward the cockpit. SEE 13.15 Such a motion

13.14 Motion Paradox: Object atRest and in Motion
In reference to the airplane, the person inside is at rest.
But in reference to the earth,the Person is in motion.
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n.15 Motion Paradox: Relative Speed
When walking toward the front of the
airplane, the passenger moves relative to
the airplane and faster than the airplane
relative to the earth.

n.16 Motion Paradox: Zero Speed

n.17

Even when moving at great speeds
relative to the earth, these spaceships
move very slowly and, when docked, not
at all relative to each other.

When the camera travels at the same speed
as the object, we cannot detect object
motion in an unarticulated space.

Motion Paradox:
Perceived Zero Speed

paradox occurs whenever an object is in motion and simultaneously also at rest.
Regardless of how fast a spaceship is traveling relative to the earth, its
motion approaches zero relative to another spaceship during docking. SEE 13.16
The same motion paradox occurs if the camera trucks with a moving object at
identical speeds. Assuming that the space is unarticulated and that the camera
is handled extremely smoothly, you will not notice any object movement on
the screen. SEE 13.17
This, then, is the motionparadox: An object can be in motion and at rest at
the same time. The aesthetic motion paradox is that an object can be in motion
and perceived at rest, or at rest and perceived in motion.
FRAMES OF

REFERENCE

Whenever you perceive motion, you automatically establish a frame of reference
by which you judge the direction of the vector and its relative speed. This frame
of reference is basically a figure-ground relationship. As explained in chapter 7,
the figure is less stable than the ground. You normally perceive a moving object
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relative to its immediately more stable environment. What you do, in effect, is to
establish hierarchical relationships of dependence. 10
The most basic frame of reference for motion is the television or motion
picture screen. Assuming a plain background, such as a cloudless sky,you perceive
the motion of an airplane against the edges of the screen. SEE 13.18
Within the screen, the larger object (ground) usually serves as a frame of
reference for the motion of the smaller one (figure). For example, the walls of
your room are the stable frame of reference for you moving about your room. Or
if you show someone walking along a downtown street, the houses-and not the
edges of the television or movie screen-become the primary stationary reference
for the motion of the person. SEE 13.19 But if you now show a flybuzzing around
that person's head, as viewers we most likely judge the motion of the fly against
the relativelymore stable person, even if he or she is in motion, rather than against
the houses. The person, and not the row of houses, has now become the immediate
frame of reference for the fly. SEE 13.20

13.18 Screen as Frame ofReference

13.19 Houses as Frame ofReference

13.20 Person as Frame ofReference

In the absence of other spatial clues,the
screen becomes the basic frame of reference for object motion.Thus we judge the
airplane's motion by its position change
relative to the frame.

When looking at a man walking along
the street, the houses and not the screen
become the stable reference against
which we judge the man's motion.

When a fly buzzes around the same
man's head, we judge the motion of
the fly not against the houses but
against the immediately more stable
reference-his head.

R
Sometimes the motion paradox can play tricks on us,
especiallywhen we are confused about which object is doing
the moving. Most likely, you have experienced such motion
relativity when sitting in a train alongside another train.
Instead of seeing the other train as moving out slowly, you
may perceive your train, which is still waiting for its
departure, as rolling backward. The same figure-ground
reversal can occur when you sit in your car next to a large
bus, waiting for the stoplight to turn green. When the bus
inches forward, trying to get a jump on you, you may feel as
though your car is rolling backward even though your foot
is on the brake. SEE 13.21
Because our figure-ground frames of reference are so
strong when perceiving motion, we do not give them up
easily. This is why you can simulate object motion on the
screen by having the object (figure) remain stationary and
the background (ground) in motion. SEE 13.22. For

13.21 Figure-Ground Reversal in Motion
When both a car and a bus are temporarily stationary, and then
the bus begins to inch forward, the car's driver may think that the
car is rolling backward.
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13.22 Figure-Ground Reversal
If you show a person stationary in front of a
rear-projection or a blue screen (for chroma
keying) that displays a moving street,
viewers perceive trfe person (figure) doing
the moving against the seemingly more
stable ground (the street) even if they know
about the figure-ground reversal.
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example, we automatically translate a shot of a stationary car shown against an
electronically keyed "moving" street scene as a car racing through the city streets.
Once again, our immediate frame of reference for motion is the city streets, which
we perceive as the stable ground against which the less stable figure-the car-is
moving. In our perpetual quest for a stable environment, we simply cannot admit
perceiving the street as doing the moving behind a stationary car.
Although we accept quite readily the figure-ground reversal within the
motion frames of reference, in some cases we might become confused and actually
perceive the ground as doing the moving. For example, if you begin a sequence
with a subjective dolly shot down an empty street, as viewers we use the screen as
the immediate reference. Consequently, the houses and the street seem to be doing
the moving rather than the camera, which represents a person walking down the
street. In this case, you would first need to establish the immediate referencethe person walling down the street-before switching to the subjective camera
point of view. By first showing the person walling along the street, you establish
the street as the stable ground and the person as the moving figure. As viewers we
carry this frame of reference over into the next shot.
As mentioned in chapter 11, there are some instances in which even though
we know which object is doing the actual moving, we are not willing to let reason
overrule perception. Let's revisit the racecar example from chapter 11. With a
television camera mounted behind the driver during a race, we don't perceive the
car as doing the moving, but rather the racetrack. Why? Isn't the racetrack the
more stable ground and the car the less stable figure? Yes. However, this is a perfect
example of the motion paradox. Even if the car is traveling at 200- plus miles per
hour relative to the racetrack, it is not moving at all relative to the camera. All you
see is the driver's head bobbing and his arms handling the steering wheel and the
gearshift. Because the car remains immobile relative to the camera, its screen image
remains equally immobile relative to the screen borders. The stable image of the
car has now become the stable reference against which you judge the changing
screen image-the racetrack.

Z-axis Motion
The perceived speed with which an object moves toward or away from the camera
along the z-axis is greatly determined by the lens (zoom lens positions) you use.
Recall from chapter 9 that the specific focal length of a lens has a great influence
on the relative size of an object. Because we automatically interpret object size
into relative distance, we perceive a small screen image of an object as farther
away from the camera than a larger screen image of the same object.
When we show a series of shrinking circles in sequence, we perceive them
not as getting smaller but as moving along the z-axis away from us. The reverse is
true when the circles get bigger. SEE 13.23
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A wide-angle lens exaggerates the perceived z-axis speed, or the speed with which
an object appears to move toward or away from the camera. With a wide-angle
lens, an object moving away from the camera gets rapidly smaller even when it
traveled a relatively short distance along the camera-near end of the z-axis, We
therefore perceive this rapid change in image size as increased z-axis speed. The
wide-angle lens boosts the magnitude of the z-axis motion vector. SEE 13.24
Once the object reaches the far end of the z-axis, the same amount of travel
no longer causes the rapid change in object size; the object seems to move more
slowly toward the horizon.
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13.23 Simulated Z-axis Motion
When shown in sequence (through film or computer animation), we would perceive these circles not as getting smaller but as a single
circle moving along the z-axis away from us.If played backward, the circle would seem to be coming toward us.

13.24 Z-axis Motion Vector: Wide-Angle Lens
When using a wide-angle lens,the image size of this person walking toward the camera along the z-axis changes considerably.
We interpret this change as meaning that she is moving relatively fast.

13.25 Z-axis Motion Vector: Narrow-Angle Lens
When using a narrow-angle lens,the image size of the woman moving along the z-axis does not change very much even though she is
covering the same distance at the same speed as in figure 13.24.We perceive this similarity of image size as her moving relatively slowly.

When using a narrow-angle lens, however, the image size of the person
changes only very slightly, even though she is covering the same distance in the
same amount of time. We interpret this small change in image size as reduced
speed. SEE 13.25 The z-axis motion vector now has a relatively low magnitude.
The deceleration effect of the narrow-angle lens (discussed in chapter 10)
can be used to virtually eliminate the feeling of movement along the z-axis and
can, as you will see in the next section, even be used for a slow-motion effect.
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Because of the exaggerated change in object size when using a wide-angle lens,
the dolly speed of a camera is usually exaggerated. When dollying past objects
placed along the z-axis, the object image grows more quickly the closer the camera
gets to it; meanwhile background objects more or less maintain their image size.
Theoretically, with a narrow-angle lens the perceived dolly speed is much
slower than the actual camera speed. Unless you have an elaborate rail tracking
system, a special camera mount, a Steadicam, or electronic image stabilizers, it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a smooth dolly with a narrow-angle
lens. Even if you do achieve a smooth dolly, the shallow depth of the long-focallength lens will make it difficult to maintain focus.

Slow Motion
We sayan event is in slow motion when it appears to be moving considerably
more slowly on the screen than it would normally while being photographed.
But an object in slow motion does not seem to simply move more slowly than
usual; rather, it seems to be moving through a denser medium than air, which
appears to cushion the effect of gravity and make the motion "woolly and soft." 11
Slow motion introduces a feeling of surreality. The motion vector no longer obeys
the physical laws of gravity to which we are accustomed, and its direction seems
to be more labile.
What, then, are the principal factors that distinguish slow motion from
something simply moving a little more slowly than normal? One is frame density;
the other is absence of gravity.
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Frame density refers to the sampling rate. A high sampling rate of the actual motion
divides an action into considerably more frames than the normal 24 frames per
second. If you divide the shot of a moving object into 24 individual frames during
one second of its travel and then project these 24 frames within the same time
span of a second, the screen motion of the object will closely approximate the
real object motion (assuming that you do not distort the motion optically or
through a moving camera). But if you increase the sampling rate by speeding up
the film while photographing the moving object-let's say to 48 frames per
second-and then play them back at the customary 24 frames per second, the
object appears to be moving much more slowly. This object has to go through 48
rather than 24 "at" positions to reach the end of its movement. SEE 13.26 The
more "at" positions you use for the breakdown of a moving object, the smaller
the progression of the object's location becomes from frame to frame. And the
more minute the progression of the object is from frame to frame, the slower the
object motion is that we perceive on the screen.
t,
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Television slow motion is something of a paradox. First, unlike film, television
creates its slow motion not in the shooting phase but during the playback. Second,
the slower the tape speed, the fewer frames are scanned within a time unit, such
as one second. A time base corrector or frame store synchronizer, which are
electronic devices that temporarily store the electronic picture information until
a stable electronic frame is attained, will prevent a picture breakup during slow
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playback speeds. 12 But then, after recording this slow-motion mode for normalspeed playback, each of the frames is rescanned a number of times before moving
on to the next one. Third, because the basic unit of television is not a frozen
moment but a changing process, we cannot manipulate it quite so easily as we
can the fixed unit of the film frame.
Nevertheless, the density principle still applies to the creation of slow motion
in television. The multiple scannings of each frame during normal-speed playback
increase the frame density similarly to film. But then, the playback does not
increase the "at" positions as does film, Unless you use a computer that generates
more "at" positions among the original frames, the playback shows fewer "at"
positions than regular television motion. And though the difference between the
motions is hard to detect by simply looking at it, television motion does not feel
quite the same as film motion; somehow it seems to lack the "wooly" density of
film. Some HDTV (high-definition television) and DTV (digital television)
systems, however, employ a different way of creating a television frame that allows
more "at-at" positions even during very slow playback, thus making the slow
motion appear as dense and seamless as that of film, 13
Freeze-frame A freeze-frame shows arrested motion, not a picture of no
motion. It picks a specific "at" position and repeats it for the duration of the
freeze. You can think of a freeze-frame as the ultimate frame density: The object
remains in precisely the same position from frame to frame, regardless of whether
you use film or television.
Slow motion through narrow-angle-lens distortion Because there is hardly
any size change of an object moving along the z-axis, the long-focal-Iength lens
can simulate a slow-motion effect. For example, if you were to place a camera at
the far end of the track opposite the starting blocks of a IOO-meter sprint, an
extremely long-focal-length lens would practically eliminate the z-axis motion
of even a world-class runner. What you would get is an aesthetic incongruity:
While you would see the runner's body in full-speed motion, his z-axis progress
would appear in slow motion.
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As mentioned previously, an object in slow motion seems strangely free of gravity.
Like astronauts in outer space, slow-motion objects appear weightless and their
direction seems unpredictable. A good example of the directional uncertainty of
the slow-motion vector is when you watch the slow-motion replay of a fumble
during a football game; the ball rolls and bounces agonizingly slowly and without
much apparent sense of direction. This frame-dense atmosphere lets you see, and
especially feel, why the players trying to recover the fumble have little chance for
success. Because the forces of gravity do not seem to operate in slow motion, as
viewers we would not be too shocked or even too surprised if, after a bad pass,
the ball suddenly floated right back into the quarterback's hands.!" The slowmotion effect generated by the long-focal-length lens lacks this absence of gravity,
mainly because it lacks the frame density of standard slow motion.
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Depending on the event context, you may perceive slow motion in various,
sometimes contradictory ways. Most often, slow motion is used to intensify the
agony of getting somewhere. For example, if you try to intensify the last seconds
of two people running toward each other for a long-awaited embrace, slow motion
can prolong their actual meeting and intensify their anticipation. But you can

13.26 Slow Motion
In film we achieve slow motion by
increasing the number of "at" positions of a
motion during the actual filming.When
played back at normal speed,the motion
now has to go through more"at" positions.
It is perceived as slow motion.
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also use slow motion to signal increased speed. Switching to slow motion during
a downhill ski race does not indicate that the champion downhill skier has slowed
down; rather it exhibits her skill and intensifies her speed.
When used in news events, slow motion can introduce a feeling of menace.
To use slow motion to show somebody being lead into a courtroom implies that
the person is guilty.A harmless grin can turn into an eerie grimace.

Accelerated Motion
Like slow motion, accelerated motion has its own aesthetic feel. It shows the object
not merely faster than normal but also more erratic, more jumpy. The comic
energy of many cartoons and silent movies is based on accelerated motion. For
example, accelerated motion can turn a person's normal walk into a jerky,frenzied
event in which the person seems driven along the street by an unseen force and
pulled around the corners as if by a giant rubber band. When shown in accelerated
motion, objects sometimes seem to be self-propelled, shooting unpredictably
through the low-density atmosphere that offers little if any resistance to their
movement. For some reason, accelerated motion seems to trigger laughter more
often than awe. Perhaps accelerated motion seems so comic because, contrary to
moving slowly, it is far beyond our actual experience.
FILMIC ACCELERATED MOTION:
FRAME DENSITY

13.27 Low Sampling
Rate in Accelerated Motion
In accelerated motion we reduce the
number of"at"positions.The object
seems to leap from one"at"position to
the next, as though traveling through a
thinner atmosphere.

Like slow motion, accelerated motion is less a matter of relative speed than a
function of frame density. In accelerated motion the original event is divided
into relatively few "at" positions, each differing considerably from the other.
SEE 13.27 We sample fewer steps in accelerated motion than in slow motion. IS
Let us assume that you want to show the unfolding of a rose, which takes
about 24 hours. To show the process in its normal motion, you would need to
have a camera run for 24 hours. But you can also decide to sample the total process
and shoot one frame every 15 minutes, leaving out all the intermediate steps.
Thus in a 24-hour period, you would end up with 96 frames that show the
unfolding of the rose from beginning to end. When played back at regular speed
of 24 frames per second, the total unfolding process would take only 4 seconds.
Note that the film did not simply run faster through the gate, but that your
sampling rate was rather low-that is,you picked only relativelyfew"at" positions
of the total process. While in slow motion, the frame density is quite high; in
accelerated motion, the frame density is low.
ACCELERATED MOTION IN TELEVISION:
PLAYBACK SPEED

Unlike film, accelerated motion in television normally occurs not through
sampling of wider "at-at" positions when videotaping an event in motion, but in
the playback phase. Nevertheless, the low-density effect is similar to that of film,
because in the fast-playback mode the tape moves faster past the playback
mechanism, causing a wider gap between the "at-at" positions of the event motion
than during regular speed. As a result, you perceive a lower frame density and,
with it, the erratic self-propelled quality of accelerated motion.
You can also use jogging as a low-density dramatic device. The term refers
to a rather abrupt position change from one "at" position to the next, similar to
the position jumps of an object in stroboscopic photography. Jogging shows up
as jerky slow motion, and you create it by the slow, frame-by-frame playback
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speed of the videotape. When used correctly, the jogging effect can be highly
dramatic. For example, visualize a scene in which a man and a woman are engaged
in a polite and controlled argument that grows increasingly intense. Would he
like another cup of tea? No, but she would. While pouring herself some tea, we
suddenly see her jerk forward from one "at" position to the next and then return
to normal speed and, therefore, smooth action. The jogging sequence reveals her
inner emotional state-her extreme tension-and suggests that she is gettin,pclose
to losing control.
To achieve low-density accelerated motion in the television shooting phase,
you must proceed very much as you do in film: You control the density in the
actual shooting process. For example, to show the rose unfolding through
accelerated motion, you could shoot a very brief segment ("at" position) of the
unfolding process every 15 minutes or so and edit the various segments together
in postproduction. Assuming normal playback speed, the unfolding process could
be shown in less than 10 seconds. Because the reduced sampling rate will cause a
low frame density, the rose unfolds not only faster than in actual time, but it also
discloses its inner drive to reveal its beauty.
You can use accelerated motion not only for comic but also for dramatic
effects. One of the most striking examples of the dramatic use of low-density
accelerated motion appears in Sergei Eisenstein's "Odessa Step Sequence" from
his film Battleship Potemkin." In a brief scene, he shows the death of a woman
fatally shot by advancing soldiers. He intensifies her death by eliminating all
nonessential frames from her fall, causing the woman not only an external, but
also an internal, collapse. When she jerks to the ground in this low-density
atmosphere, we have no doubt that she has met death.
Slow and accelerated motion are effective devices for structuring objective
and subjective time. Slow motion can not only give us a "close-up of time,"!"
prolonging duration, but also hurry us along and rush us through time. Accelerated
motion can produce a comic effect by hurling us, roller coaster-like, through the
event. But it can also show a catastrophic change of inner structure. The time
manipulation has transcended into a structural change.

Summary
Zeno's and Bergson's time theories seem quite appropriate to explain the unique
use of time and motion in film and video. They are also useful to point out the
basic structural differences between the two media. Zeno claims that motion is
actually an illusion, because the moving object seems basically at rest at any of
the finite points along its path. This "at -at" theory corresponds closely with film,
in which motion is dissected into a number of snapshots. Each of these snapshots
(frames) shows the object at rest. Thus, the basic structural unit of film-the
frame-shows the object at rest. When these frames are shown in rapid succession,
we perceive the object as moving, but the motion is strictly illusory.
Contrary to Zeno, Bergson believed that motion is a dynamic process, a
continuous flow of events. Bergson contended that the motion of an object is
indivisible and that the object simply goes from its starting point continuously to
the finish. This time concept is very similar to the process of video images, which
are created by continuously moving electron beams that scan a great number of
dots-called pixels-on the television screen. Regardless of whether the video
signals are analog or digital, the projected video image is never at rest but rather
is in a continuous state of change. The basic structural unit of video-the video
frame-is in continuous flow; it is an image in flux-a process image. Liquid
crystal displays (LCDs) and plasma displays generate their images through
activating pixels by an electric charge. The image is stable (filmlike) when nothing
moves, but processlike (videolike) when motion occurs.
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Structurally, film has historic permanency, much like a photograph or a
painting. Television presentation has an electronic immediacy. It has an
isomorphic relationship to the fleeting character of the present moment.
When film is shown on television, the series of static film frames are
translated into electronic television frames that are always in the process of
becoming. When televised, films that rely heavily on landscape as dramatic agents
seem to lose their grandeur through reduction in size as well as the electronic
nervousness of television.
Large-screen projections ofHDTV (high-definition television) are capable
of communicating the high energy of landscape material as well as the inscape
aspects of people-oriented programs. Television's intimacy, however, is largely
lost in the process.
The basic motion paradox is that we can be in motion and at rest at the
same time, depending on how the motion is judged. We judge motion against
frames of reference in which we perceive the moving object (figure) against its
immediately more stable environment (ground). Our tendency to perceive a figure
moving against the more stable ground is so great that we maintain this figureground relationship of motion even if a figure-ground reversal occurs in which
the ground moves behind a stable figure.
Perceived z-axis motion is greatly influenced by the focal length of the lens.
The wide-angle lens acceleratesz-axismotion; the narrow-angle lens slowsit down.
The principal factors that distinguish slow motion from something merely
moving slowly are frame density and absence of gravity. Frame density refers to
the number of frames into which an event is divided. In filmic slow motion, the
event is divided during filming into a greater number of "at" positions (frames)
than when filming the event at normal speed. In television, slow motion occurs
during playback, not during the photographing process. Television reduces the
number of "at" positions during slow-motion playback, which are then rescanned
during regular playback. A freeze-frame shows a repetition of a specific "at"
position. A narrow-angle lens retards the progress z-axis motion and creates a
special type of slow motion. Objects shown in slow motion seem to be freed from
the laws of gravity,so they appear to be weightless and to lack directional certainty.
In filmic accelerated motion, the frame density is low with an omnipresent
gravity that seems to pull in all directions. Accelerated motion shows the object
as moving not only faster, but also more erratically than normal. A faster-thannormal playback of a videotape does not contain a lower frame density; in fact, it
shows more "at" positions at a faster rate. Consequently, it has a different aesthetic
effect than filmic accelerated motion.
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